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DIFF
Mercedes-Benz
Rolex
Galvin Dubai
Pierre DeRoche
Alexander Wang
Jaguar
TAG Heuer
Dolce & Gabbana
Missoni
Santoni
Memo Paris
Louvre Abu Dhabi
The Bur j Club
Dubai Watch Week
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On-the-go Nordic luxury

As a brand born from the philosophy of
providing the finest quality in luggage,
bags, briefcases and accessories, Arsante
of Sweden makes a bold statement. With
a minimalist approach, comfortable style,
and design dominated by clean shapes,
this is on-the-go luxury at its best. The
company takes immense pride in using the
finest quality of genuine leathers, cotton
fabric linings and industry grade materials.
All Arsante products are handmade in a
decades-old family owned factory.

Sporty, stylish, special

Bentley fans in the Middle have much to
rejoice with the launch of a special version of
the Bentayga luxury SUV. The new Bentayga
Black Specification is the company’s curated
response to customer feedback in the region.
As the world’s fastest and most luxurious
SUV, Bentayga has long been deemed stylish,
but it is now even more striking. Featuring
22” black gloss five-spoke directional alloy
wheels and black exterior detailing on the
front bumper splitter, side sills, rear bumper
diffuser and rear spoiler, it is finished in an
array of paint choices. It does 0-100km/h in
4.1 seconds, and has a top speed of 301km/h.
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Standing tall, standing out

Christian Louboutin’s AW17 collection is
certainly among his most dramatic. Featuring
Cuban and stacked heel boots and Oxfords that
lend 50mm heel height, the elevated silhouettes
and modern materials still hint at history from
rock-and-roll fashion. The Huston features slim
welt and sleek side zipper, and comes in calf
leather, cowboy print pony hair, rugged suede and
two glittering versions with double-sided sequins.
The Ziggissimo boot’s Dark Leo model, meanwhile,
is in leopard print, while the Papal boot features
a single, whole-cut piece of leather that covers
its entire upper and heel. The Lord Cubano
and Philcat evening Oxfords simply
spell elevated elegance.
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